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FA   SC STMT     TEXT 
 
030                 HAZING PREVENTION AND RESPONSE 
                        Functional Area Manager: MP 
                     Point of Contact: L.F POOLE 
                            E-mail: lester.poole@usmc.mil  
                            (DSN) 278-9371 (COML) 703-784-9371 
                            Date Last Revised: 19 May 2014 
 
030 00       NO SUBCAT FOR THESE STATEMENTS 
 
030 00 001       Has the command published and prominently posted their Hazing   
                            policy statement (e.g., bulletin boards, common areas, and high traffic  
                            areas, etc.)?  Does the Hazing policy statement clearly state that  
                            hazing is prohibited and will not be tolerated.  Does the policy include  
                            examples of hazing, reporting procedures, and possible  
                            consequences for engaging in Hazing activities?  

      Reference 
      MCO 1700.28B, page 4, par 4b(4)(h) 

 
030 00 002          Has the command investigated all allegations of hazing in accordance  
                            with JAGINST 5800.7F (JAGMAN)? 
                            Reference 

       MCO 1700.28B, page 3, par 4b(4)(d) 
 
030 00 003          Does the unit’s orientation and annual troop information program    
                            encompass the policies, prohibitions and procedures contained in      
                            MCO 1700.28B 
                            Reference 
                            MCO 1700.28B, page 3, par 4b(4)(b) 

030 00 004          Has the command submitted OPREP-3 SIR messages and voice 
                            reports to the Marine Corps Operations Center (MCOC) in accordance 
                            with established timelines? 
                            Reference  
                            MCO 1700.28B, page 3, par 4b(4)(f)2  and MCO 3504.2A 

 
030 00 005          Has the command coordinated with the command EOA to ensure the 
                            appropriate DASH reports are submitted the CMC (MPE) based on 
                            the established timelines and occasions for initial, continuation, and 
                            final DASH reports. 
                            Reference   
                            MCO 1700.28B, page 3, par 4b(4)(g)4,5, and 6 
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030 00 006          Does the command maintain reports of investigations for 2 years for     
                            all hazing cases?  
                            Reference  
                            MCO 1700.28B, page 4, par 4b(4)(g)4 

030 00 007          Has the command reviewed the latest Defense Equal Opportunity 
                            Climate Survey (DEOCS) results to determine the existence of a 
                            relationship between inappropriate behaviors and allegations of 
                            hazing? 
                            Reference 
                            MCO 1700.28B, encl 1, par 4, page 1-3 
 
030 00 008          Has the command ensured both victim(s) and witness(es) of hazing  
                            have been advised of and given access to advocacy services?  These 
                            services may include, but are not limited to, legal assistance, medical 
                            assistance, and counseling as necessary. 
                            Reference  
                            MCO 1700.28B, encl 1,par 4A, page 1-3 

030 00 009          Has the command developed plans to ensure reprisal against victim(s) 
                            or witness(es) of hazing does not occur? 
                            Reference 
                            MCO 1700.28B, encl 1, par 3G, page 1-3 

 
030 00 010       Has the command implemented a plan to monitor potential high risk 
                            Marines (both victim(s) and alleged offender(s)) for stress related 
                            reactions? 
                            Reference  
                            MCO 1700.28B, encl 1, par 4b, page 1-3 
 
 
 
 


